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Nutrition specialist and fitness coach!
“It is not a diet, it is a new lifestyle.”!
ABOUT ME!
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My name is Marketa Gajdosova and I am a nutrition
specialist and a fitness coach. I became engaged in nutrition in Los
Angeles, where I lived and studied. I became fascinated by this field
of study and it completely changed my life course to which I devote
all my energy, love and passion. Since my return to the Czech
Republic, I have kept devoting most of my time to nutrition mainly
after I realized the low level of services of this character in this
country.!
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Thanks to my experience from abroad I have always stressed
my holistic approach and have believed that our diet is a part of a
complex package of aspects that influence not only our physical but
also our mental health. I have an individual approach with emphasis
on the goals and preferences of my clients. All my work is based on
the principles of coaching, mentoring and constant support. To
ensure maximum effectiveness, I collaborate with many professionals such as psychotherapists,
physiotherapists, doctors, fitness coaches and other specialists. !
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I have vast experience with both domestic and foreign clients of various age and
performance category. I do not focus only on individual clients but also on teams and professional
sportsmen. Child nutrition, sports nutrition, rational nutrition - I am familiar with all of these.
Each client is unique and has different goals. Nevertheless, they all share one characteristic: they
want to succeed in reaching their potential and effectiveness, whatever their individual goal may
be.!
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My journey to a healthy lifestyle began in the United States where I started to be interested
in the way how our diet influences the way we feel and look. I figured that nowadays we are
surrounded by strict diets, underestimating the importance of rational diet and that it is not easy
to find the state of balance and to understand our body’s needs and to achieve the state where you
will love yourself and you will be able to live a happy and healthy life. I tried and experienced for
myself how a proper diet can positively change my life. I feel satisfied to help my clients to find
this state of balance and with the help of proper and balanced diet regime to achieve their visions.!
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On the top of my individual counseling, I also devote my energy to projects in whose
potential I deeply believe, and which contribute to the development of international nutrition and
fitness scene. Along with my colleague Jan Konir, the world champion in natural bodybuilding, I
collaborate on a project called 3-month transformation, where we combine personal trainings with
individual nutrition plans and thus provide complex services in Liberec and Prague fitness
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centers. Currently, I am also, with the help of Frantisek Rambousek introducing in the Czech
Republic a unique concept called Strong Generation, which ensures a complete nutrition and
sports background to top sportsmen and their families.!
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In my spare time, I do yoga, jogging, workout and other sports. I haven’t given up my
professional acting activities and when there is an opportunity, I act on the stage or in front of the
camera. As an actress, I performed in serials, movies and commercials of both Czech and foreign
productions. I also love traveling and discovering exotic cultures. I believe that the reason we meet
various people in our lives is to learn something new from them. Therefore, I have decided to do
the same and to pass the best of my knowledge and experience on to others.!
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My experience with customized diet prepared by Marketa Gajdosova was excellent. I managed to reach
my dream weight just by bigger self-discipline and self-care while preparing of my meals. Many thanks
and I highly recommend her. (Ilona)
Real professional care and interest both from nutrition and personal point of view, I really appreciate that.
I feel great and I want to feel like that from now on and never go back. Marketa helped me to adopt a new
lifestyle. I feel much better than ever before. I will surely stay in touch with her for my further selfdevelopment. (Jan)
I never had any major problem with my weight but with aging my body began gaining some fat on my
stomach, thighs and my back until the moment I realized the fact and wanted to do something about it. I
knew I could not handle this on my own. A friend of mine gave me a contact to Marketa, nutrition
specialist, who should be able to show me the right direction and also share with me the basic principles
which will help me to regain a nice body but also to improve my eating habits. With her help, it took me
less than 3 months to have a body of my dreams but mainly a new way I look at food. I am now much
more careful about what I eat. I had to buy new clothes as most of the old ones were too loose. I am 48
but I feel so much better than 10 years ago. Marketa, thank you. (Helena)
My daughter had an eating disorder and a problem with the perception of herself. We had not realized that
until Ms. Gajdosova managed to raise her self-confidence. She showed her she needed to eat more and
better to achieve slim and healthy figure. For my daughter, she is her role model. Whatever she hears from
Marketa is saint. I am grateful there are people like you. Thank you very much for your great approach.
(Lucie)
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I am grateful to Marketa for the extreme change of my performance curve and visible improvement of my
sporting results. At first, I was a bit skeptical that a healthy diet could do some much but what Ms.
Gajdosova showed me totally surpassed my expectations. If you want to deliver maximum performance,
you are in the right hands. (Jeff)
Dear Ms. Gajdosova. Today it has been precisely 3 months since we started our collaboration and I am
literally speechless in an effort to thank you. Your understanding of nutrition, psychology, and sports is
amazing, and I am sure you will be very successful in the future. I see your passion in every piece of the
work you do, and you go miles further than anyone else. I don’t know anybody who would achieve more
than you. Moreover, at such young age. (Jana)
I would like to use this opportunity to thank you for your time and energy which you devoted to my son.
You made him realize that eating sweets and chocolate will not help him in growing his muscles and that
the food he eats while doing demanding sports is extremely important for his success. He has
unbelievable habits which affect his performance and health. I am so happy I found you. You managed to
have a very close relationship with my son and he trusts you. I respect people with such profound
knowledge, especially when considering your age. (Gabriela)
I am not a typical client because unlike most women I needed to gain weight. I used to suffer from
anorexia and even after I managed to get over it I still was afraid of food. I needed someone who would
supervise my weight gain to get to my healthy weight. Thanks to Marketa I already know that a beautiful
figure does not automatically mean low weight but rather fit, slim and sport-type figure. (Daniela)
I used to think that nutrition consultancy is primarily meant for women. I am an active sportsman and at
the same time a businessman with a very time-consuming job. If someone had told me a year ago how
much our diet could influence our body and work performance, I would have laughed at them. I changed
my mind after I used Marketa’s services. Thank you so much and I will remain along with my family your
loyal client. (Petr)
I contacted Ms. Gajdosova because of my weight loss. After reducing my dress size by 2 and after some
years I finally became satisfied with my body I figured that Marketa could be the perfect impulse for
nutrition change of all my family. I introduced her to my children because I realized that there is nothing
more important at their age than the investment to their health. During their intensive collaboration, they
build habits that will stay with them all their lifetime. All this thanks to Marketa to whom I owe so much.
(Martina)
I spent thousands on various nutrition plans, diets, and slimming programs but it was all in vain. Then a
friend of mine gave me a contact to Marketa who finally showed me the right way. Thank you very much,
Marketa. I owe you! (Leona)
At first, I went to Marketa just to get some advice regarding a suitable protein and post-training
supplement but in the end, we agreed on intensive coaching not just for me but for all my family. I gained
some muscles; my wife lost some weight as she had wished, and our kids got familiar at their early age
with basic principles of the rich and healthy diet. Thanks to Marketa we have become a great example of
fitness family and our collaboration has not finished yet. On the contrary, it has just begun. (Milan)
Marketa, I had an opportunity to attend your lecture on healthy nutrition and losing weight and I would
like to thank you so much for clarifying the myths and for explaining what the real healthy diet is about.
Above all, I found very interesting your approach to the definition of the healthy relationship with food
and I really appreciate your recommendation, which you gave us. It was a very nice and fruitful evening.
(Radka)
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Markéta Gajdošová"
www.marketagajdosova.com!
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+420 776 480 800!
FB: Markéta Gajdošová - výživové poradenství a fitness coaching!
IG: @marketagajdosova
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